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DISCUSSION 
Newest Member. We welcome Lauren Bennett, from Admissions & Records, to our team.  

Calendar of Events on Home Page. Don has trained Ambar Nakagami in how to accurately tag 
calendar items so they feed the homepage.  

Accessibility Issues. Alfonso reported that there are two single A errors reported by 
SiteImprove with the largest number of pages. ”Input field has no description” and “Form 
elements are not grouped”. ITS has arranged for these errors to be programmatically resolved 
by our vendor by making a modification on SharePoint across all public websites. ITS is creating 
a SiteImprove report that could give us not only the whole site but also the breakdown by web 
group to determine which are the web areas with the highest numbers of single A accessibility 
errors. That analysis will give us the list of web publishers that need to be targeted. Another 
frequent error is “Bold” tags. To fix, one simply needs to highlight the text and reapply bold 
formatting (click the B twice, once to delete the bold tag <B> and a second time to apply the 
<strong> tag). Yet another is “Alt tags missing from image”. Don has noticed that sometimes 
SharePoint will enter the image filename as the Alt tag, but not all the time. Alfonso thinks it 
might have to do with where the image is located. Was it uploaded from the computer, or already 
in SharePoint? Someone should investigate! 

Training Dates. We have set three training dates for fall: Tue, Oct 30 4:00pm; Thu, Nov 15, 
12:00pm; and Fri, Dec 7, 10:00am. Don will lead the first and third, and Alfonso will lead the one 
in November. Amy will notify the Professional Development Committee so they can help us 
advertise that these are worth 1.5 hours of Flex credit. Alfonso will set up the sign up website 
and get an eblast out next week. 

Signature Programs. Dean shared the information about the Signature Programs with the 
group that handles publicity for the District.   

BP and ARs. Alfonso shared with the group the proposed Board Policy and Administrative 
Regulations that are headed to the Board for approval. This action, started by the District’s 
Technology Advisory Group (TAG), is making what we already do towards Information Security 
part of Board Policy. It gives ITS some oomph/backing/clout to do what needs to be done to 
keep student and employee information safe. 

Funky Webpages. Loann mentioned that some webpages, when viewed on Firefox or Chrome, 
require a log-in. Isabel said she ran across a webpage that looked ENTIRELY DIFFERENT 
when viewed in a different browser (the content was different, not just formatting.) That’s crazy. 
So if you ever run across something like that, take a screenshot of both, and create a Help Desk 
ticket with ITS. 
 

ACTION ITEMS 
 Amy will connect with PDC with training dates. 
 Alfonso will set up a sign in webpage, and eblast training dates to SCC community. 

 Don will share his training handouts with Alfonso, for consistency. 


